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HAVERING FABIAN   

  

VOLUME 2 EDITION 36 September 2018  

  

Introduction  
  

Welcome to the new edition of the Havering Fabian Newsletter.  

 

This edition contains details of the recent meeting with Graham Lane, on 

Labour for PR, Paul Embery on re-engaging with the working class and 

Tom Copley on Housing and the London Plan. There are articles on 

guaranteed basic income, open selections and a review of “The Village”, 

the latest production at the Theatre Royal in Stratford. 

  

Our presence on social media is bringing us closer to a number of new 

organisations; we now have over 1,100 followers on twitter. Keep up to 

date at our twitter site @haveringfabians for the latest news. We are 

affiliated to the four local Labour Parties, and will do all we can to 

support their campaigns. Havering and Dagenham Young Labour are on 

twitter @HavAndDagYL and hope they reflect a growing interest in 

Labour politics in Havering.  

  

As opinions are the lifeblood of politics, we welcome a reply to any of the 

articles. The Fabian Society exists to promote political debate, both 

within and outside the Labour Party. Progressive politics extends beyond 

the Labour Party and contributions from the Labour Movement as a 

whole are welcome.   

  

Attendances at recent meetings have remained good and the quality of 

speakers remains exceptional. We are glad to see a number of new people 

attending the meetings, and have an ever increasing number of followers 

on Face book LinkedIn and Twitter.   
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Website – Our new website address is http://haveringfabians.org   - a little 

different from the previous one so please update your Favourites. As you 

are no doubt aware GDPR means we need to keep our mailing list up to 

date. If you are not on our mailing list (we use MAILCHIMP – please 

check your spam folders!) contact us via the website and we will add you 

in.  

  

June 26th Labour for PR  
 

The UK first past the post system has led to two coalitions in the last three 

elections, Votes in safe seats have less influence than votes in key 

marginal seats – and yet the last election saw the two main parties poll 

over 80 % of the votes for the first time in a generation. 

Another view is that many votes  no influence, which, of course, even 

further strengthens the case for some form of PR.   At the 2017 General 

Election both Romford and the Hornchurch/Upminster MPs were 

defending 16,000 majorities.  Those wishing to make any sort of a point - 

and be heard - had no chance in these constituencies (and many others 

like them). 

 

 

 Is it time for some form of proportional reputation? was the AV 

referendum a help or hindrance? Graham Lane, former Newham 

Councillor and past Chair of the Hornchurch and Upminster CLP led the 

discussion. 

  
  

Graham pointed out that internal elections within the Labour Party were 

not first past the post, so why is Labour not pushing for same or similar 

system for parliamentary elections?  

http://haveringfabians.org/
http://haveringfabians.org/
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Subsequent discussions also questioned why our elections, unlike other 

countries, are traditionally on Thursdays whereas many have elections at 

weekends. 

  

Also the issue of compulsory voting was raised. The speaker pointed out 

we do have compulsory registration, though he knew of no case of 

prosecution for failing to register to vote! 

  

It was suggested that with some form of PR there might be a better turn 

out for elections as the electorate might feel their vote DOES count, but 

one member felt it better to deal with the apathy towards voting first 

before introducing PR. 

  

Surprisingly, there was not a consensus for PR ~ several firmly of the 

opinion the current “first past the post” was OK. There was a suggestion 

that PR of some form be trialled in local elections & even that rural & 

urban constituencies night consider using different systems. 

  

An encouraging aspect of the evening was that virtually everyone presents 

made a contribution to the discussions. A new development was for an 

absentee to email their points of view. 

  

The meeting was not conclusive regards PR, either regards using such or 

what form would be best. 
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July 12th Paul Embery – how to close the 

disconnect…  
 Paul describes himself in his twitter feed (well worth following) as 

“Firefighter, Trade unionist. Democratic socialist. Pro-Brexit. Blue 
Labour. Made in (Barking and) Dagenham”.   

 The subject was the growing  

disconnect between Labour and its one-time heartland communities 

and how to close it?  

 

 
Figure 1Paul in full flow - photo by John Reid 

This meeting revealed much polarization and discussions, resulting in U 

turns & returns!! Passionate but no boiling over into anger. a realization 

that our politics is far from black & white, more shades of grey! Feedback 
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has indicated folk enjoyed the banter and one expressed the view that this 

meeting alone was worth the annual subscription. 

  

Paul endeavoured to address the root causes of the current disconnect 

between the Party and the People. The Parliamentary Party has become 

perceived as an Ox-bridge set. Failure to understand the traditional social 

conservatives will lose labour millions of votes in its industrialized 

heartland (UK equivalent to USA Rust Belt), especially with the impact of 

Austerity / Leave campaign & movements of people into their areas & 

communities. In fact, despite the harsh Tory policies for these 

communities, there has been a swing to the Tories e.g. Walsall. 

Parliamentary Labour is seen to be dominated by a bourgeois middle 

class, metropolitan set. who dominated the party (Where would the 

Fabians fit in here ??) 

  

Suggested last election not so much a vote for Labour, more a protest vote 

regards May government. (Re: Gillian Duffy & Emily Thornberry events 

in the past…revealing the nature of the disconnect). This Party is not 

respected by traditional Labour roots; the Labour Party is seen more as an 

embarrassing elderly relative. 

  

It is essential to address what drove traditional Labour voter to Brexit ~ to 

ignore this could lead to an increased support of extremists (re: BNP in 

Barking and Dagenham) Ironically Brexit had resulted in an unexpected 

coalition of “shires “with “working class urban areas “. 

  

Questions / Comments / Discussions included a clarification on what 

exactly “Blue Labour “ was. There was the suggestion that the “upwardly 

mobile” “working class “now see themselves as “middle class “and 

therefore not a supporter of a working class party. Is success a demise for 

the Party? 

  

Concerns were expressed regards “cultural war “ and asset stripping, 

especially in the NHS. Had Labour made peace with capitalism, and could 

that be a reason for the rift? 

  

Some felt the EU was nothing more than a trade block intent on exploiting 

the workers. Others felt the EU was the wrong target for our ills and its 

success in gaining workers’ rights should be recognized but the speaker 
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felt it was down to the efforts of the Trade Unions and not the EU. There 

was also the issue on engineering jobs disappearing to the far east, and 

that the current parliamentary & council representatives of the party were 

largely not working class. 

  

 The evening was exceptionally able to generate diverse & polarised 

views in a spirit of better understanding of each other’s views, Thanks to 

Paul for an entertaining evening, prolonged when he helped administer 

first aid to an ill local on the way home.  

 

September Meeting -Tom Copley AM 
 

 
Figure 2Tom Copley with an attentive Sam Gould 

As on his last visit, Tom's speech - although interesting - was brief.  Tom 

excels at answering questions from the floor, which he did to great effect 

(again) and truly has a command of his subject.  What I recall from his 

opening remarks was that he remembered his previous visit to Upminster 

and knew it was at a different meeting venue just around the 

corner.  However, his opening remarks were topical as he referred to a 

major article on Thursday's Evening Standard about an urgent need for 

more housing in London. Tom commented that the Evening Standard, 

had been running several anti Sadiq stories. 

 

Sadiq Khan had been rejecting planning application in order to increase 

the level of affordable housing, posing the question of what could have 

happened had Boris done the same. Sadiq Khan had ensured a record 
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level of affordable housing, the most since 2010 when Housing was 

devolved, with 3,000 at Social Rents. None of these came from the 

pipeline left by Boris Johnson. 

 

There has been a dip in the number of private sector starts as developers 

wait wit for the Brexit position to be clarified. 

 

Returning to the Evening Standard, it was remarked that there was a close 

link between the stories it was running with and those in Conservative 

leaflets across London. The campaign for the next Mayoral election 

would reflect this, as the Standard continued its less than objective take 

on London politics. The Standard was becoming less influential as social 

media became an increasing source of news for many people. 

 

Tom was asked to explain ‘affordable’ housing, a term that had become 

stretched and abused. On some definitions this extended to houses worth 

£450k for “Help to Buy”. Sadiq had trying to refine this and narrow down 

the meaning to reflect what people would generally regard as a rent that 

people with average wages would have some prospect of affording. 

 

Despite this the levels of subsidy being provided would enable rents to 

reach London Affordable levels (around 50per cent of market rents) 

rather than social, rents ( generally about 35/40%) of market rent. 

 

London Living rent is calculate at ward level, and replaces key worker 

rents in the planning regime.  

 

Tom was asked about land banking -he suggested this was prevalent, and 

every housing minister will moan about this and promise to address 

it,  but nothing happens.1 

 

Tom favours a Land value tax and an incentive to address this -land 

owners would then be incentivised to get a return, although there is not 

much prospect that the Tories will introduce this , it is something an 

incoming labour government would consider. 

 

It was further suggested that planning powers could be enhanced so that 

                                           
1 Traditionally Labour moans about Private sector land banking, while the Tories focus on the Public 

Sector,  
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land not developed over a A(say) two year period would see the planning 

application be reconsidered and the level of affordable housing 

potentially increased . 

 

 

To take forward these measures to utilise land would require the 

government to step in. This again was not very likely in the short term. 

 

Tom viewed the Cameron government proposals to extend right to buy to 

housing associations as the nadir of modern Housing policy. While the 

current government has provided four billion for housing over the next 

five years, to keep up with demand would need two billion per annum. 

 

Demand for Temporary Accommodation was a growing issue. Sofa 

surfing was growing, and there were significant numbers of people 

sleeping rough, sleeping on public transport and even sleeping at airports. 

 

Compulsory Purchase Orders (CPOs) could provide a way of bringing 

uninhabited properties back into use, although the Mayor has no powers 

to do this and needs Government to change its approach. The 

Conservative manifesto pledged a reform of the Compensation Act, but 

there has been no progress so far. Labour also support this, and the delay 

is believed to relate to civil servant’s interpretation that a change will 

impact on human rights of those involved. 

 

There was concern about Airbnb.  Tom has done a lot of work in this 

area, although again the Mayor has no powers. Lots of platforms, 

including Airbnb restrict the use to the 90 days set out in legislation. 

However, there is evidence of some moving between platforms and 

without the cooperation of the hosts, enforcing legislative provisions will 

be difficult if not impossible.  

 

Westminster council have six staff involved full time as the volume in the 

borough is larger than elsewhere, and they are unable to cope. The fine is 

£20,000, so would really hurt. This is across border issue, with Madrid 

and Barcelona having particular issues. Although Berlin had introduced 

strict regulations, these have been overturned by the courts. 

 

So a very interesting evening with someone who really knows their 
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subject, and the feeling was we all left the meeting better informed than 

when we arrived. Fabians at their best! 

 

The Village 

 

Continuing our occasional series on the arts, The Village at the Theatre 

Royal Stratford East is a reworking of “Fuenteovejuna” set in modern 

India. The Spanish Inquisition is replaced by a struggle between a State 

Governor who is a member of the BJP (the current Indian Hindu 

Nationalist Government) and inhabitants of a local village, Sahaspur. 

 

The play begins with the son of the former governor flying in to be met by 

the police chief (Art Malik). His father has been murdered, and there is an 

election to replace him, and he is the BJP candidate. 

 

Sahaspur has a mixed Hindu and Muslim population and is subject to 

police brutality.  This is escalated suddenly within the play with the 

theatrical violence becoming graphic as a mixed wedding is disrupted by 

the police chief who, continuing a tradition of brutality against the women 

in the village, rapes the bride. 

 

The women of the village are appalled and are prepared to fight back -

they do and brutally murder the perpetrators. The backlash sees the BJP 

defeated, and the new governor faced with the fallout. 

 

The new governor faces a dilemma. The police chief has been murdered 

and has been found guilty of no crime; (even though we know he is 

guilty). The new governor is advised she cannot stand aside and must pay 

respects to the murdered police chief (who has previously threatened her, 

so she has sympathy with the women of the village), and be seen to 

uphold the rule of law. 

 

The police re-enter the village and seek the perpetrators. The villagers 

have decided they will stand firm and claim the village committed the 

crime “Sahaspur did it”. Despite torture, they stand firm and the Governor 

pardons them, knowing there will be consequences for her, but she has 

done the right thing, although aware of the moral ambiguities. 
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The play is excellent with an Anglo Asian cast. Art Malik is a 

commanding presence as the fascist chief of police, and Anya Chalotra is 

powerful in the lead female role.  

 

Indian politics is not my area of expertise, although the parallels between 

Inquisition era Spain and Modi led India are set out. The writer is clearly 

no fan of Modi or the BJP.  The Theatre Royal has a long history of 

providing political theatre in a reasonably local venue, and I look forward 

to the next visit. The play ends it’s run on 6th October, so if you do want 

to go, you will need to book straightaway. 

 

 Minimum Guaranteed Income  

 

This is a developing idea, with support and opposition across the political 

spectrum. 

 

From the Marxist left, it offers the opportunity to ensure everyone 

receives a basic income, so has no need to work- so wage rates have to be 

attractive enough to ensure workers want to sell their labour to an 

employer, even if they are self- employed. This would be a major change 

in the balance between labour and capital; labour would gain the upper 

hand, which is why capitalism will oppose a change on this scale.  

Society currently values work and defines individuals by what work they 

undertake - Doctor, Cleaner, Carer - basic income could overturn this.  It's 

not clear that there is (yet) support for such a fundamental change. 

 

To others, a basic income will ensure that everyone has sufficient income 

to have a reasonable standard of living and there are potential links with 

universal credit and an integrated benefits system.  This is not necessarily 

a bad thing - properly resourced there is a logic to universal credit, which 

is an attempt to simplify the multitude of benefits into one payment 

system. That’s not where we are now, and that’s after a former Tory leader 

invested a lot of political energy into the current mess – this is a warning 

of what can happen if the Tories set the agenda.  

 

The dangers of adopting a change in approach are clear. The current 

model is full of inequities with a constant stream of horror stories, 

individuals left with no income for weeks on end. A basic income has 
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potential to overcome this, as everyone would be entitled, so some 

payment would always be due. 

 

There is also scope to encompass the long held feminist “wages for 

housework” within a framework, if basic income were extended to all 

sections of the community. 

 

There is some support for the concept amongst those on the economic free 

market right as well. A basic income can be guaranteed, and set at a level 

that constrains the total level of benefit paid. It is reasonable to assume 

there would be a significant difference between the base level of income 

set by the free market right and the left wing supporters of the policy, 

although the key issue will be the interface with the welfare system. 

 

By guaranteeing an income without work, the state could will play a very 

different role. It would be able to determine living standards by varying 

the base income, and would be able to vary this during the economic 

cycle.  In times of recession, this would enable the right to cut living 

standards "at a stroke" - can this be avoided? Only with the type of 

political consensus that is rarely achieved in Britain. 

 

Labour thinking on this is developing.  It is likely to be linked to welfare 

reform rather than on fundamentally redefining the relationship between 

labour and capital. That's something with merit, as the current system is 

over complex. Universal credit is a toxic brand, but the aim of a simplified 

system is worth supporting. 

 

The emerging issue that also needs addressing is the increased use of 

technology to undertake routine tasks. The spread of automated 

supermarket tills is the first indication of what is ahead of us. Many 

routine, and eventually complex administrative tasks can be undertaken 

by automated digitised technologies. This has potential to put millions out 

of work - the great John Maynard Keynes was predicting a 15 hour 

working week in the 1930s. For the first time this looks possible. 

Overlaying a basic guaranteed income could change society for the better 

if all are allowed to benefit from this. 

 

Another area where the left and right are likely to take diametrically 
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different views, with the left seeking to spread the benefits to labour, the 

right to capital. Many service industries will need far less employees and 

enable capital to profit from a lower cost of Labour – this could 

impoverish million.  In either scenario, the population of the post-

industrial nationals - mainly Britain- with little manufacturing industry 

left, will see decimation of employment levels in many service industries. 

 

There is a big choice coming about the direction of society. The choice of 

embracing the opportunity to fundamentally change society by reducing 

the hours needed to earn a comfortable living, or store up all sorts of 

issues by impoverishing millions by paying a low basis income  

It needs to be a well-informed one it is at one level is a continuation of the 

traditional capital versus labour issue. The Labour Party needs to ensure 

that the workers displaced by digital technology remain useful members 

of society and do not lose out. While a guaranteed basic income is a 

solution, it’s also a real threat- in the hands of the right it makes a 

permanent shift in wealth to capital from labour. 

 

The Democracy Project – Towards a member lead 

Labour Party by Kim Arrowsmith, Local Organiser, 

Momentum Havering 
 There is much talk in the Labour Party at present about what some choose 

to call “The Corbyn Project”. To some, this name conjures up an image of 

a party where all decisions are made democratically and everything is 

decided by individual card carrying members. To others, it raises the 

prospect of a McCarthyite witch hunt, where all elected Labour politicians 

who do not agree 100% with Jeremy Corbyn are removed from office and 

cast into the outer darkness. To my mind, neither version is either 

accurate, desirable or practically possible. Having said that, a move 

towards a party where members have a greater say on policy and where 

elected representatives are more accountable for their actions, seems 

wholly in line with the principles of democracy. For this reason, I believe 

we should think of some of the recent proposals being discussed within 

the party not as the Corbyn Project, but the Democracy Project. Let’s 

consider some of what is being proposed in the light of that argument. 
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Firstly, it is suggested that MP’s should no longer have a veto over the 

choice put to members during a leadership election. As many will 

doubtless realise, this is pertly designed to prevent the type of illegal 

tactics that were deployed by some in the party to try and prevent Jeremy 

Corbyn’s name appearing on the ballot paper in the 2016 leadership 

election. However, the right of the incumbent leader to be on the ballot is 

no longer in doubt, so why press this issue? If it had been left to MPs to 

decide whose name should be on the leadership ballot in 2015, for 

example, it is highly unlikely that, without some of the arm twisting that 

took place at the time, Jeremy’s name would have been on the ballot. The 

likely outcome?  A Labour Party lead by Andy Burnham who, though a 

decent man, did not represent the views of the majority of party members. 

The advantages of a leader who is backed by a very large percentage of 

the membership is evident from the vibrant General Election campaign 

fought by the party in 2017. It’s hard to imagine such an energetic 

campaign being fought under any of the candidates who were preferred by 

the majority of the PLP. One of the arguments often made in favour of an 

MP’s veto is that they have to work closely with the leader and if the 

leader is someone they feel unable to work closely with, that can be a very 

difficult situation. I would counter this by saying that the right of 

thousands of party members to choose their leader should not be 

undermined by less than two hundred other party members. MP’s have a 

responsibility to work with the democratically elected leader of the party. 

Had many of them focussed their minds on that, rather than working to 

undermine the leader from the day his leadership began, I might have 

taken their argument more seriously. Furthermore, had Corbyn been kept 

off the first ballot by the reluctance of the increasingly impotent Blairites 

and the old Right to put his name on the ballot, the 2015 leadership 

election would have been fought between two Labour MP’s with broadly 

similar views and the hugely unpopular Liz Kendall. Was that meant to 

represent a choice? The lowering of the threshold required for an MP to 

get onto the ballot is vital if we are to prevent the stifling of debate within 

the party and if the views of members on the future direction of the party 

are to be accurately expressed. It is, of course, also argued that those who 

elected Corbyn were not long established members, but “insurgents” and 

three pound affiliates. Setting aside the fact that Corbyn would have won 

if there had been no new members or affiliates in 2015 at all, calling new 

members of your party “insurgents” seems a rather odd way to welcome 

them in. Having said that, many of those who use this term seemed 
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unperturbed by the haemorrhaging of members that took place under Tony 

Blair, so maybe I shouldn’t be surprised. 

Secondly, there has been much consternation over what is called 

“Mandatory Reselection”. This is the process by which a sitting MP 

would need to be reselected to fight his seat at a forthcoming General 

Election.  To address one possible objection to this, I fully accept that this 

may not be possible in a snap election, such as that of 2017, where the 

party had to rapidly select candidates to fight many seats. The NEC would 

need to have a different procedure in place for this eventuality. That aside, 

there seems nothing that is any way unreasonable about this idea; indeed, 

sitting Labour councillors undergo reselection before every round of local 

elections and very few are ever deselected. Requiring MP's to resubmit 

themselves to their CLPs would allow for a greater level of open 

democracy in the party. For one thing, it would allow local parties to hold 

sitting members of parliament to account for the way they have voted. 

This would ensure a greater adherence to party policy, but also ensure that 

local viewpoints were being properly represented in parliament. Secondly, 

it would prevent politicians in safe Labour seats from believing they had a 

job for life and, therefore, not taking their duties as seriously as they 

should. Personally, I believe that Labour members of parliament are 

uniformly hard working and committed, but mandatory selection ensures 

they are more accountable than they are now. Opponents of mandatory 

selection often claim they fear that MP's will be swept away by far left 

insurgents (there's that welcoming word again) from Momentum and other 

groups. Firstly, I would again point out that referring to the vastly 

increased membership of our party since 2015 as an act of insurgency is 

failing to grasp the energy and enthusiasm that has been created by 

Jeremy Corbyn and his team. Secondly, MP's would only face deselection 

if the majority of voting members in their CLP wanted that to happen. 

That is the essence of democracy. Are we to say it's unfair when someone 

loses a vote fair and square? This seems an odd position to adopt. 

Despite the perfectly reasonable case for the further democratisation of 

our party, the NEC recently backed a much watered down approach to the 

issue. The sense of disappointment in the party was palpable. The time has 

come when those of us who believe that the Labour Party is and should be 

a wholly democratic party owned and governed by its' members, need to 

grasp the nettle and continue to fight for democratic principles so that our 
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party reflects the newly energised mass movement it has now become. 

The next few months are crucial. 

 

Future Speakers  
  

17th October 7.30pm Grace Blakeley 
Grace Blakeley will be the speaker at the October meeting on 17th October. 

Grace Blakeley is a research fellow at the IPPR, and is currently on 

sabbatical writing a book on the financialisation of the UK economy.  

She works on macroeconomic policy with a particular focus on the finance 

sector. Her recent publications include On Borrowed Time: Finance and the 

UK’s Current Account Deficit and Fair Dues: Rebalancing Business 

Taxation in the UK. In addition, she has been involved in the relaunch of 

Tribune, and recently topped the poll for the London Region in the vote for 

the National Policy Forum. The venue will be the Gallery Studio Fairkytes 

Billet Lane Hornchurch Subject Labour party economic policy generally. 

  

 
Figure 3 Grace Blakeley is the October speaker 
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November date and venue tbc 

 We are hoping to have a discussion on Mental Health and will confirm 

details once our speakers have confirmed.  

Our Secretary David Marshall is guest speaker at Havering Humanists on 

Saturday 10th November at the Tesco Community Room, Tesco 

Superstore, Roneo Corner 2pm.  His most topical subject is to be 

"Plastics".  

Hornchurch and Upminster Labour Party will be holding their annual 

Christmas Curry night in early December – watch our social media for 

details. 

January 2019 – AGM and Lord Roy Kennedy 

On Friday 25th January at 7.30pm, we will have our AGM, followed 

by Lord Roy Kennedy,  Labour and Coop Peer, Shadow  Housing 

and Local Government minister 

 
Figure 4Nicholas West and Cllr Tele Lawal with Labour Leader Jeremy Corbyn 
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We value your input!  
  

The Society invites speakers on a range of subjects; if you would like us to 

invite speakers on a particular subject let us know and we will try to oblige. 

The Society has a policy of rotating meetings around the Borough; if you 

need or can offer a lift or if you know of any suitable venues we could use, 

contact David Marshall.   
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Local Fabian Society Contacts  
  

    Contact  

Chair Councillor Keith 

Darvill  
Secretary David Marshall  David Marshall  

Membership Secretary     31 Vicarage Road  
Hornchurch RM12 4AS  
01708 441189  
david.c.marshall@talk21com  

Vice Chair Sam Gould   

  

Treasurer Dave Baldock    

Committee Members      
Cecile Duerinckx  Graham Lane   Sanchia Alasia  

Mike Flynn  Ian Carnochan  Hannah Dixon  

 

  
Chair Keith Darvill reports … 

 

Future Editions  
  

Contributions to the newsletter are always welcome. The Fabian Society 

exists to promote progressive ideas from within and outside of the Labour 

movement.  As such we are happy to publish articles in keeping with this 

broad ethos, but reserve the right not to include all or part of any material 
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which falls outside of this parameter. Our next edition will be in September, 

and given the speed with which politics changes at present, topical issues 

could cover any subject.  

  

Links  
  

The following links should be useful in keeping up with the debate in the  

Labour movement  

  

National Fabian Society www.fabian-society.org.uk  

  

The Labour Party www.labour.org.uk  

  

Jon Cruddas MP for Dagenham www.joncruddas.org.uk  

Twitter @joncruddas_1  

  

Barking Labour Party www.barkinglabour.org.uk/  

Twitter @barkinglabour  

  

Romford Labour Party www.romford-labour-party.org.uk/  

Twitter @romfordabour   
  

Hornchurch and Upminster Labour Party  

Website http://hornchurchandupminsterlabour.org.uk/  

Facebook Hornchurch-Upminster-Constituency-Labour-Party  

Twitter @HULabour  

  

Havering Fabian Society is affiliated to   
• National Fabian Society  

• Dagenham and Rainham Labour Party  

• Romford Labour Party  

• Upminster and Hornchurch Labour Party  

• Barking Labour Party  

• Havering and Dagenham  Young Labour  

http://www.barkinglabour.org.uk/
http://www.barkinglabour.org.uk/
http://www.romford-labour-party.org.uk/
http://www.romford-labour-party.org.uk/
http://www.romford-labour-party.org.uk/
http://www.romford-labour-party.org.uk/
http://www.romford-labour-party.org.uk/
http://www.romford-labour-party.org.uk/
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Havering Fabian Membership  
  

To join Havering Fabian Society, please complete the following and send 

to David Marshall. You can also join the Society nationally, David has 

more details. You do not have to be a member of the Labour Party to join 

Havering Fabians, but you will need to be a Labour Party member to take 

part in Labour Party selections and elections.  

  
  

Havering Fabian Society  
  

Founded in 1974, the Society promotes progressive political thought in 

Havering and beyond. Membership of the Society is not necessary to attend 

meetings, and neither is membership of the Labour Party.   

  

However, to participate in nominations to the Local Labour Parties or in 

selection conferences, membership of both is required. The Society meets 

regularly throughout the year, apart from the summer and during election 

campaigns. Local Membership is currently £10 waged, £5 unwaged.  

……………………………………………………………………………  

  

I\ we wish to join Havering Fabians   

  

Name ……………………………….  

  

Address  …………………………………….  

    ……………………………………..  

    ……………………………………..     

………….postcode………………...  

E-mail………………………………………..  

Phone number ……………………………….  

02030Waged (£10) unwaged £5 ……………………  


